X1 Changes the Search Game by Enabling Fast and Secure Desktop Search from Mobile Devices
X1’s Mobile Search App Brings Mobility to Enterprise Search
PASADENA, Calif. –(August 26, 2015)—X1, a leading enterprise search software company supporting
enterprises across on-premise, virtual, and cloud environments, announced today the availability of X1
TM
Search Mobile. X1 Mobile enables an instantaneous and secure search of millions of documents and
years of email from a smartphone, a game-changing capability for today’s mobile workforce.
X1 Search Mobile brings X1’s award-winning user interface to the mobile device, providing lightning-fast and
precise search of email and files while on the go. No longer will users need to settle for the limited, slow and
inconsistent “Exchange-only” searches of current smartphones. X1 Search Mobile enables full email
(including archived emails) and desktop search from the mobile device, keeping workers productive no
matter where they are.
In today’s “always on” environment, X1 Search Mobile allows users to quickly and effortlessly find and take
action on the information they are looking for regardless of where it is and when they might be looking for it.
“X1’s approach to mobile search is ground-breaking and fills a huge productivity void in today’s mobile
enterprise,” said John Patzakis, CEO of X1. “X1 Search Mobile provides an intuitive user interface to email
that goes well beyond the native search of the mobile device while also providing access to desktop files,
SharePoint, and other critical sources of content. X1 enables true mobile productivity.”
Built specifically for the enterprise, X1 Search Mobile integrates with the leading Enterprise Mobile
Management (EMM) capabilities of vendors like Airwatch and Good Technology, providing the most secure
mobile search possible. No other mobile search application can match the security already provided by
EMM platforms, giving X1 the most robust security model available. The combination of the award-winning
X1 search interface with EMM security creates a true mobility solution for today’s business worker.
X1 Search Mobile works on both the iOS and Android platforms. To learn more about X1 Search Mobile and
watch this product in action, please click here >

###
About X1
X1 offers next generation desktop and enterprise search solutions specifically designed for professionals who
need to quickly find and act on critical business data. X1 uniquely operates in traditional as well as virtual
environments, including the cloud. The same platform allows for IT and legal professionals to perform powerful
searches of their organization’s data for compliance, eDiscovery and data migrations. X1 was founded by
Idealab and is powered by award winning and patented X1 Search Technology for business professionals,
which has over 500,000 users worldwide. For more information, please visit www.x1.com.
Follow X1 on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
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